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(57) ABSTRACT

A system and method for selectively routing telephone calls

in an Advanced Intelligent Network, wherein an edge switch

102, comprising an AIN-equipped switching system, sends

a query message to a service control point 108 and receives

a response message containing call discrimination informa-

tion about a telephone call, whereby the edge switch 102

determines whether to route the telephone call via a toll

tandem office 100 for further processing. The system further

includes a segmentation directory 140 which contains infor-

mation determinative of which service control point 108 has

the service logic to process the call.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR EDGE
SWITCH QUERY USING ADVANCED

INTELLIGENT NETWORK PROTOCOL

RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application claims priority to U.S. provisional

Appl'n No. 60/114,532, filed Dec. 31, 1998.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates in general to telephony and in

particular to the art of using the Signaling System Number

7 (SS7) protocol to effect a database lookup by a Service

Control Point (SCP) to assist in routing a toll call in a

telephone network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The conventional telephone network, known as the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), may be thought of as

at least two different networks. The first of these networks is

called an End Office (EO), and is typically operated by Local

Exchange Companies (LEC), and the second-the network

that carries toll traffic—is typically operated by an Inter-

Exchange Carrier (IXC). These distinctions are used only for

illustrative purposes. It may be the case, for example, that

the same company serves as both the EO and the IXC.

Additionally, the EO could be a wireline telephone company

or a wireless telephone company, providing a subscriber

loop via networks called Wireless Local Loops.

To complete a call that originates at an EO, a gateway

switch functioning as an originating toll station (OTS) or a

tandem toll office (TO) is typically accessed. The OTS and

the TO are ordinarily controlled by the IXC. Once the

gateway switch takes control of the telephone call, the call

can be completed without accessing the EO, which origi-

nated the call. In such a network, edge switches are used to

concentrate customer traffic from EOs and feed it to a carrier

network.

Other configurations of network interconnections are also

possible. For example, a direct link to a carrier of toll traffic,

such as an IXC or other carrier, can be established between

a Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) located at a customer

site and the gateway switch. In such cases, the IXC traffic

that originates at the customer site is concentrated or "aggre-

gated" by the CPE and routed via the toll carrier's trunks.

These CPE vehicles that perform such traffic aggregation or

gateway function between a customer site and the carrier

network are also called edge switches.

An edge switch is a switch located at the edge of a

network, typically the EO network or a CPE, where traffic

from network nodes such as the EOs or CPEs crosses over

to the toll or other carrier networks. The edge switch

network configuration can be considered as a network

comprising several subtending nodes causing the traffic to

converge at a concentrator node. Thus, in a PSTN, the EO
or the CPEs form the subtending nodes and the IXC toll

tandem switches or other carrier vehicles act as concentrator

nodes or gateways to the longdistance trunks. Thus, the

subtending nodes or edges may be operated by one entity

such as a LEC or a large customer such as a major bank or

a government agency, whereas the concentrator or gateway

may be operated by an IXC or a toll carrier or other entity.

In other configurations, the edge switch vehicles could be

operated by the toll carriers and the CPEs or the nodes that

feed the traffic to the edge switches could be operated by the

so-called nodal customers, such as large banks, or govern-

ment agencies.
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In the following discussion, reference is made to an "edge

switch." This reference should be understood to encompass

all configurations of switching systems that could serve the

purpose of establishing an interconnection between two

5 switching networks, including, but not limited to, an EO
switching system or a switching system such as a Private

Branch Exchange (PBX) or other switch serving as a CPE.
An example of an edge switching system is a class 5 system

such as the Lucent® 5ESS™ switching system. The 5ESS™

Q
is described by K. E. Martersteck, et al., in AT&T Technical

Journal, Volume 64, No. 6, part 2, pp. 1305-1564 (July/

August, 1985). Other examples of switching systems that

could function as edge switches are the DMS-250™ switch-

ing system marketed by Nortel, Inc.; the EWSD™ switching

system marketed by Siemens AG of Munich, Germany; the

Lucent® DEFINITY™ PABX system; and the NEAX-
5IE™ switching system marketed by Nippon Electric Cor-

poration of Japan.

Similarly, a reference in the following discussion to a "toll

20
tandem" should be understood as encompassing any toll

switching system or other similar vehicle that can determine

the routing by either looking up from a traditional database

or by interfacing with an intelligent network database such

as a Service Control Point (SCP). The toll tandem switch

25
may be, illustratively, an electronic program-controlled tele-

phone switching system of the No. 4ESS™ design as

described by A. E. Ritchie, et al., in the Bell System

Technical Journal (BSTJ), Volume 56, No. 7 (September,

1977). The 4ESS™ switch performs multiple functions: as

30 an originating switch, and as a toll tandem, and as a gateway

to the SCP database. When it functions as an originating

switch, the 4ESS™ switch is programmed to open a voice

connection to a subscriber to play announcements, and

receive input as touch-tone™ digits or other forms prior to

35
routing a call on a network trunk. Thus, an originating

switch such as a 4ESS™ is capable of engaging in a dialog

with a subscriber to obtain additional information (e.g.,

authorization code for special calls).

A telephony Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) com-

40 prises a network within the PSTN comprising switching

systems such as the edge switches and the toll tandem

switches, adjunct computer processors and other communi-
cating components equipped with the capability to commu-
nicate using an out-of-band signaling method known as

45 Common Channel Signaling (CCS), CCS is a high speed

data link configured to carry network control information to

and from various elements of the network. The AIN is

described in detail in U.S. Pat. No. 5,247,571, which is

incorporated herein by reference. For more information on

50 intelligent telephony networks, see The Intelligent Network

Standards: Their Application to Services (Igor Faynberg,

Ed.), McGraw Hill Series on Telecommunications
(November 1996).

The details of the usage of CCS to control and manage a

55 telecommunications network are given in U.S. Pat. Nos.

5,515,427 and 4,277,649, both of which are incorporated

herein by reference. An example of the CCS signaling

method is CCS No. 7 which is also known as Signaling

System 7, or SS7. SS7 is the name given to a suite of layered

60 communication protocols that are used to access telephony

databases, to establish and maintain telephone calls, and for

other purposes. The part of the SS7 signaling protocol that

is typically used by an AIN-equipped switching system to

access telephony databases to obtain special instructions is

65 called the Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP).

U.S. Pat. No. 5,901,213, by Benhabib, et al., whose

contents are also incorporated by reference, describes a

03/04/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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virtual dedicated access by telecommunication subscribers who desires services at geographically distant locations to

to an IXC provided by way of an intelligent local EO that define a private network within the PSTN. The SDN could

routes calls either to the IXC or to a local EO. The intelligent be viewed as a network within a network, defined entirely by

local EO itself advantageously performs inter-exchange software. Each subscriber is given a 7-digit telephone

processing of calls, as required, for calls that originate with, 5 network, which is translated to a 10-digit POTS number by

or terminate at, a customer rather than automatically route the SCP
*

In a° inl
i
f
lhJe

?
t telephone network, the SDN

calls to the IXC for such inter-exchange processing, as was «™« is capable of offering a variety of customized intel-

previouslv required
hgent cdl Processmg services tailored to a calling party or

H J4-
. .... a calling station.

In general, in an AIN, a switching system is equipped with
Fof^ g of describi this invention) two types of

at least one triggering device implemented as software, 10
(d honecd]sare Atel honecallof the firstkind

circuitry, or a combination of the two. The triggering device ^ define{J ag one^ ^ additional information from a
is configured to recognize the occurrence of certain types of

(oll ^ h the subscriber may ^ physicaliy
phone calls ("trigger conditions ) and respond accordingly

coanected tQ t aoM such as , pBX ^dioning ^ a
by handhng such calls in a special way. Typically to provide cpE^ ^ ^^ ,0 „ ed swilchin tem
special handling in response to a trigger condition the

as the entry pomt t0 the toll carrier
.
s network( for toU caUs

switching system suspends normal execution of the phone
he Qr sfae ^ a subacriber of the toll carrier.

call, communicates W!to another network element to obtain ^^ subscriber makes , tel hone calL^ call
special instructions, and handles that phone call according to

could be ca„ ^^ ^ a^^^
the special instmcUons. In contrast, ordinary telephone calls

natfon can be made formi , look in a databasje
do not require any special handhng and therefore do not 20

such (he 2NCpTM database v^e,, it is determined that tne
require special instructions from other network elements.

toU subscri5er made a toll call that kes additional
Rather, in processing ordmary calls, local and toll tandem

information_^,ch „ an authorization code or a credit card
office switches function in a normal way and route such calls

number_which can be obtained in me form of an mterac.

according to the traditional telephony methods. ^ ^ toU caU ^ processed by establishing

Several types of tngger conditions may be specified in an a voice palh between a suitably equipped and programmed
AIN-equipped switching system. These include Originating toU tandem office and the subscriber. At the same time,
Trigger conditions, Mid-Call Trigger conditions and Termi- control of the call is transferred to the toll tandem office to

nation Trigger conditions, depending on whether the special nandle the caU from that

handhng of the call is performed based on a triggering event M Qther callsm ,ermed as calls of the ^ For
at the time of initiation of a call during the course of a call,

example> a simple number translation the need for
or at the time of termination of a call. An example of an

additional user inpuU such as an 800-number call, is defined
ongmating tngger condition is an 800-call. This tngger

as a cal, of the ^ Qnce^ fc determmed; the
condition is also called a Dialed Number tngger condition

ed switch can rform the appropriate routing decision
(DN tngger). Here the special handling of the call is

without funher information from the subscriber. Some
triggered by a user dialing the 800-number. In general, such

othef^ tha, arriye at m ^ switch be local tQ ,he
numbers are translated to regular telephone; numbers called

netWQrk sefved b ,hat switcn> with no need t0 access ,he toll

Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) numbers before they
,andem ^ h whefe ^ ed switch fa , dass

are routed to proper destination points via the traditional
5 switch xrfin a metropoHtan area .

methods. Handlmg an 800-number call within an AIN « « . i u n • • * ™ u -u >

i • j j. j * *i
• it o t>* xt ciocAnn 40 When a toll telephone call originates at a toll subscribers

network is described in detail in U.S. Pat. No. 5,425,090, . , . ; A . ncTxf . , ,..... . . . . , - ~,u i telephone connected to a PSTN or a CPE connected to a
which is incorporated herein by reference . Other examples

cp£ ^ ^^ or ^ cpE ^^
of trigger conditions are the Off-hook Immediate tngger „ 4 it_ , . 4 4 A tL t « « ,

j f* //Mm » • Ajr , i i . j?? call to the edge switching system. As the toll subscriber dials
condition (OHI) and the Off-hook Delay tngger condition 4U

&
j- * * i u u c a *•

.nHnv
v 7 the digits corresponding to a telephone number of a desti-

^ 45 nation station (called party number), they are captured by
A switching system that is provisioned with a class of

special circuits located in the edge switch It should 5e noted
pre-defined trigger conditions and equipped to communicate that tnough the traditional language "circuit" is used to

with the telephone network via CCS is called an AIN- describe the various components of the switching systems or
equipped switching system. In the description given herein, of otner elements of the telecommunication networks, the
the toll tandem office switching system is assumed to be

5Q mverjti0n encompasses computer executable software code
equipped with AIN call triggering capabilities such as those normally resident on a computer readable medium which, in

described in the Bellcore Advanced Intelligent Network combination with a computer or the like, performs the
(AIN) 0.1 Switching Systems Generic Requirements (TR- mnction of these "circuits" as well. Accordingly, this inven-
NWT-001284).

tjon snouid be understood to contemplate a complete equiva-

A Service Control Point (SCP) is a part of an intelligent 55 lence between an electronic circuit and a programmed
telephone network that provides a switching system with general purpose computer comprising a microprocessor

certain routing related information stored in a database executing software code configured to perform the prin-

coupled to it. For example, a SCP may store the Inward ciples of the invention.

Wide-Area Telecommunication Service (INWATS) when the toll subscriber dials a toll number in prior art

database, which translates a 10-digit 800-number to a POTS 60 systems, the call is transferred by the edge switch to the toll

number. An example of an SCP is the 2NCP™ ("network tandem. This is done by opening a voice path between the

control point") system commercially available from Lucent edge switch and the toll tandem and transferring control of
Technologies, Inc. the call to the toll tandem. If the AIN is not provisioned to

The SCP also supports the deployment of a variety of treat the call as a trigger condition, i.e., the phone call does

other telephone services such as the Software Defined 65 not cause an AIN trigger condition, the call is completed by

Network (SDN) service, commonly known as the Virtual the toll tandem in the traditional way. If, on the other hand,

Private Network (VPN) service. SDN allows a subscriber a trigger condition is provisioned in the toll tandem switch

03/04/2004, EAST version: 1.4.1
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for the call, the toll tandem switch queries the 2NCP™ system for an edge switch to access a Service Control Point

database for special routing or billing instructions and (SCP) to make a preliminary determination of the call. In

receives any such instructions needed to complete the call. one aspect, the present invention is a system wherein a first

Based on these instructions, the toll tandem may determine switch having a class 5 design is connected via a first

that the call does not need any further input from the toll 5 common channel signaling link to an SCP either directly or

subscriber. In such cases, the call is routed in the traditional vja a Segmentation Directory. The first switch is also con-
way. If, on the other hand, the instructions from the 2NCP™ nected to a seCond switch, preferably a class 4 office, via a
database specify that additional input is required from the

voice palh md optionally via a second common channel
toll subscriber, the toll tandem enters into an interactive

signaling lmk . second ^ m turn connected to the
dialog with the toll subscriber, plays appropriate signals

1Q SCP either directly or via a third common channel signahng
such as voice prompting messages, and receives the input ^ T^^ switch ^ ^ be^ Whefl
from the toll subscriber. . ~ 4 . 4 , . n r n- *

j , . . . , . the first switch receives a call from a calling party, it

It should be noted that when an additional input is f , . , .
. *u cpd a

• j r *u * ii u -u *u j •* u formulates and transmits a query message to the SCP and
required from the toll subscriber, the edge switch opens a . f» j • c

voice path and transfers the control of the toll call to the toll
receives a response message. Based on the information

tandem in order to reach the 2NCP™ database. This process 15 contained in the response message, the first switch com-

of delivering a call to a toll tandem node in order to reach Pletes the caU or dehvers me caU t0 the switch in

the 2NCP™ database is called chaining the query (or order t0
<J
uery the database again and determine what

chaining the call) through the toll tandem. In trying to additional information should be collected from the calling

accommodate the chaining of calls to provide an access party.

gateway to the 2NCP™ database, processing capacity of the 20 in another aspect, the invention is a method for obtaining

gateway is consumed in processing calls that could have capacity relief by reducing call volume (load) at the second

been routed without accessing the toll tandem in that way. switch whereby the first switch receives call discrimination

Using a toll tandem such as a 4ESS™ to make the routing information by querying an SCP and routes the call via

decisions for calls that can be handled by the edge switches alternate paths if the call does not require the establishment

wastes the resources of the toll tandem, which can be put to 25 0f a voice path between the first switch and the second
better use in providing interactive dialog for calls requiring switch.

more sophisticated routing as described above. If a direct By configUring components of a telecommunications net-
CCS connection were provided between the edge switches WQrk in a manner exemplified by a preferred embodiment
and the 2NCP™ database, only certain types of calls would described below, the present invention (i) provides a method
be handled by the 4ESS™ toll tandem, thereby conserving 30 of obtaining capacity relief for certain other components of
its processing capacity for other purposes.

the network; (u) provides a method of customizing an
In cases where the edge switches are operated by entities existing nodal database capable of providing proprietary

different from the ones operating the concentrator node, services to provide similar or same services over a different

there is an additional problem. Though SS7 is a "standard" interface, preferably an industry standard interface, thereby
way of accessing the SCP database, the particular imple- 35 providing interface transparency to existing customers while
mentation or configuration of the protocol may be different facilitating the reuse of network components for new cus-

among the various edge switch vendors. In such a case, in tomers; (iii) provides an industry standard way to connect to

order to communicate with a 4ESS™ toll tandem, a edge an IXC vendor's nodal services, enabling such services to be
switch vendor must conform to the 4ESS™ implementation expanded to a multi-vendor switching base; (iv) provides a

of the SS7 protocol. Thus, the operator of the edge switches 40 netWork framework that allows service or customer specific

will have only a limited number of vendors from whom to information presently derived from nodal trunks or switches
select the edge switches that can communicate with the to be defined and controlled in SCP databases, and permits
4ESS™ toll tandem. If there exists a direct connection future extensions to switched access traffic on edge vehicles;

between a edge switch and the SCP, a multi-vendor network ancj (v) creates an infrastructure that permits an early deter-

can be built. 45 mma tion [0 De made regarding the appropriate sub-network
Currently, the protocols used to interface with the that is best able to process a call, based on a need for a

2NCP™ database are defined as non-standard or proprietary specific type and number of resource(s).

T"^TSSg%£ brief description of the drawings

interface to connect to the 2NCP™ database. This serves the 50 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a telecommunications

purpose of allowing devices from several different vendors network in which the principles of the present invention may

to communicate with the 2NCP™ database using their own be practiced; and

proprietary methods. Additionally, this preserves the exist- FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a query performed directly by an

ing customer logic intact. edge switch without accessing the toll switch.

Hiere is a need, therefore, for a method and system to 55
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

enable direct access to the 2NCP™ database for an edge PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
switch to determine if a call requires additional information

. rraT ^M
from the subscriber, without the 4ESS™ toll tandem acting

Now refernn& to FI£ X > ihc PS™ 101 *»* one or more

as a gateway to the SCP. There is also a need for improve-
edSe

L
s™*he

L
s 102

/
ltt2

/
W
^
ch are C0UPled t0

?
gatCWay

ment over the prior art to provide a network interface as a «> switch 100 either direct or tandem exchanges or

way to allow access to the 2NCP™ database while main-
connections 101a established via a CCS data link 104

taining transparency to the customers such as the nodal
showE lmes> an

? »
^voi^ path 106 (shown in sohd

operators
lines). The edge switches 102 (102') and the gateway switch

100 are also connected via CCS data links 112 (112
1

) and
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

65 105, respectively, to a Service Control Point (SCP) 108.

The above-identified problems are solved and a technical Each edge switch 102 or 102' is a nodal switch which

advance is achieved in the art by providing a method and could be a central office switching system of a class 5 design

03/04/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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and equipped with intelligent network facilities, and is

preferably a Lucent® 5ESS™ electronic switching system.

In an alternative embodiment, the edge switch could be a

Nortel® DMS-250™ digital multiplex switching system.

The gateway switch 100 is a toll tandem switch of class 4

design with intelligent network facilities, and is preferably

an Lucent® 4ESS™ toll tandem. The CCS data links 104

and 105 are preferably SS7 links. SCP 108 is a network

element which includes a processor coupled to a database. In

a preferred embodiment, the SCP 108 hosts a Lucent®

2NCP™ database, which stores the information needed to

route certain types of telephone calls. As seen in FIG. 1, the

SCP 108 is connected to the gateway switch 100 and is

programmed to respond to queries via the CCS data link

105.

The SCP 108 is also connected via CCS data links 112 and

112' to the edge switches 102 and 102' respectively. Thus,

the edge switch is connected to both the toll tandem switch

100 and the SCP 108 via different SS7 links.

Connected to the edge switches 102 and 102' are sub-

scriber telephones 120 and 130 respectively. It should be

noted that the subscriber telephones 120, 130 could be any

customer premise equipment such as a Private Branch

Exchange (PBX), fax machine or other equipment such as

nodal equipment.

In a preferred configuration, the edge switch 102 is linked

to a directory server 140, either directly or through a

signaling or data network such asAT&T's SS7 network. The

directory server 140, typically referred to as a Segmentation

Directory (SD), contains information regarding the manner

in which the call should be processed further. In particular,

the SD 140 includes directory information regarding which

one of several service directories such as the SCP 108 should

be accessed for specific call processing information. The SD
140 is connected to the edge switches 102 and 102 f

via SS7
links 146 and 146' respectively. Additionally, the SD 140 is

connected to the SCP 108 via SS7 link 150, and other SCPs
via other links (not shown). Thus, for example, if the

incoming call is an 800-number call, the edge switch 102

first sends a query message in an SS7 format to the SD 140

via the link 146. In response, the SD 140 performs a

database lookup and determines that a particular processor,

say processor SCP 108, is associated with 800-number calls

and should be accessed for service information concerning

how such calls should be processed. If the call is a 900-

number call, the SD 140 based on a lookup of its directory

information determines and forwards the call to another

SCP, say SCP (not shown in FIG. 1). Once SD 140 makes

this determination, it routes the query from the switch

accordingly to the identified SCP, say SCP 108.

As shown in FIG. 1, the other edge switches in the

network, such as edge switch 102 !

, likewise have the capa-

bility of accessing the SD 140 (or a copy thereof), as well as

the required one of the directories SCP 108 and SCP' (not

shown), (or copies thereof), upon receipt of an incoming

call. Thus, the SD 140 and service directories SCP 108 and

SCP' (not shown) are common to the edge switches 102 and

102' in the network 101 or, alternatively, each edge switch

102 and 102' may have access to a separate copy of the SD
140 and separate copies of the service directories SCP 108

and SCP* (not shown).

The communication interfaces between the several ele-

ments of the network, the SCP 108, the SD 140, and the edge

switches 102 and 102' in the network 101 are either propri-

etary or "open." In cases where some or all of these elements

are reached only via a proprietary communication interface,

16,138 Bl
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there is a disadvantage. Network elements manufactured by

vendors who do not have access to the proprietary commu-
nication interface will not function according to the expec-

tations of a customer. If the communication interfaces are

5 built, as is the case in a preferred embodiment, using an

industry standard "open" interface specification, such as the

"Bellcore standard AIN protocol" published by Bell Com-
munications Research (Bellcore) ("the Bellcore standard

protocol"), then a provider of services operating the network

10 elements such as the SD 140, the SCP 108 and the edge

switches 102 and 102' attracts customers with a multi-

vendor switching base. In other embodiments, other "stan-

dard" protocols are used. Accordingly, the invention in a

preferred mode contemplates an open interface to commu-
15 nicate with the several network elements.

In such a case, there is a situation that requires two

different types of interfaces for two classes of customers:

existing customers and new customers. If existing customer

networks interface with the network elements SD 140, and
20 the SCP 108 using a proprietary interface, it is preferable

that they are not required to change the existing interfaces to

a new "open" interface to continue to be serviced by the

network elements. Thus, a preferred architecture uses a

device to allow communication using both an open interface

25 and a proprietary interface. This provides a transparent way
to access the network elements for the existing customers.

Additionally, this architecture facilitates the reuse of net-

work elements for new customers using an open interface,

thereby enhancing the return on investment made in the

30 network elements.

When a "standard" protocol such as the Bellcore standard

protocol is used, the message fields that are provided in the

standard protocol may still need to convey proprietary

information between the network elements. This is some-
35

times important for reasons of backward compatibility and

uniformity with existing customer interfaces. In such a case,

the standard protocol message fields are used to convey such

proprietary information between the network elements.

^ Now referring to FIG. 2, a calling party at telephone 120

goes off-hook to make a telephone call to a called party at

telephone 130. The off-hook signal is detected by the edge

switch 102, which presents a dial tone signal to the calling

party telephone 120. The calling party at telephone 120 dials

45
the telephone number for the called party at telephone 130

(step 200). These digits (called dialed number, or DN) are

collected by the edge switch 102 (step 202).

Assume that the edge switch 102 is provisioned to act

upon the DN, i.e., a trigger condition is defined within the

50 e^ge switch 102 for the DN. In a preferred embodiment, the

edge switch 102 sends a message to the SD 140. If the SD
140 is connected to several SCP databases and can route the

call in any one of a plurality of ways, it determines which

SCP has the service logic to process the call. Accordingly,

55 the SD 140 routes the message from the edge switch 102 to

the appropriate SCP, for example to SCP 108, if it deter-

mines that the SCP 108 contains pertinent information to

further process the call (step 204).

In an alternative embodiment, the edge switch 102

60 directly queries the SCP 108 to determine if the call is a local

or a toll call. Thus, in an alternative embodiment, step 204

is not included. As is understood by a person skilled in the

art, there could be other variations that can be made of

telephone call processing methods which apply to the

65 present invention. Likewise, there could be other distinc-

tions than a simple local/toll discrimination that can be

performed using the principles of the present invention.
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Illustratively, and not by way of limitation, the edge

switch 102 formulates a TCAP query message via the SS7
link 112 to the SCP 108. The SCP 108 receives the TCAP
query message, deciphers the message to determine the

nature of the query message and provides information for 5

routing the call accordingly. For example, the TCAP query

message may contain the telephone number of the calling

party at telephone 120 and the DN. Depending on either of

the two numbers, or the combination of the two numbers

there could be entries made in the SCP 108 indicating that
10

the DN should be translated to a different number and the

call be routed to the translated number. This is typically the

case for a Green-Number Service (GNS), also known as

800-number service, where a telephone number of the form

800-555-1234 is translated to a conventional POTS number.
15

After retrieving the translated number, the SCP 108 trans-

mits the number in a TCAP response message. (Step 204).

In communicating with the SCP 108, the edge switch 102

uses a standard communication protocol such as the publicly

known Bellcore standard protocol for TCAP. But the mes-
2q

sages are configured in such a way to convey the information

that a proprietary SCP 108 is configured to receive. Thus,

though the protocol used is a Bellcore standard protocol, all

the information that a proprietary SCP is configured to

receive is still sent to the SCP 108. For example, the
25

response message sent by the SCP 108 uses a "Primary

Carrier ID" parameter field within the response message

data structure to indicate to an edge vehicle which routing

translators should be invoked. Other alternatives are also

possible depending on the instructions to be given to an edge 30
vehicle: an instruction to the edge switching vehicle to

"up-chain" the call to another switch can be done by using

the "Charge Party Station Type" parameter; and if there is a

need to send billing records created at the SCP 108 to the

edge switching vehicles, an instruction to perform this task
35

could be done by using the "Furnish AMA" parameter. In an

alternative embodiment, the SCP 108 may simply receive a

calling party number that is a part of an SDN, and translate

a 7-digit number to a POTS number.

The edge switch 102, upon receiving the response mes- 4q

sage from the SCP 108, determines if the telephone call is of

the first kind (i.e., one requiring additional information from

a toll subscriber) or of the second kind (i.e., one requiring no

additional information from a toll subscriber, such as an

800-number) based on the information received or retrieved 45

from the SCP (Step 206). If the call is determined to be of

the second kind, it is completed by the edge switch 102

thereafter in a traditional way (step 208). One skilled in the

art easily understands the different methods of call comple-

tion by the edge switch 102. 50

If, on the other hand, the edge switch 102 determines that

the call is of the first kind, then the call is transferred to the

toll tandem 100 by sending a signal (step 210). The toll

tandem 100 signals back to the edge switch 102 indicating

that it received the call and opens a voice communication 55

path 106 with the calling party 120 to receive additional

information from the subscriber (step 212). If the toll tandem
is provisioned with AIN trigger conditions, the toll tandem

suspends the call and enters into a dialog with the calling

party 120. After receiving the additional information, the toll 60

tandem completes the call in a traditional manner (step 214).

This request-response sequence provides a way for the

network infrastructure to make an early determination of the

appropriate sub-network to be used to perform routing of the

telephone call by selecting an appropriate resource based on 65

the particular characteristics of the telephone call. Thus, a

preferred embodiment of the present invention achieves one

138 Bl
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of its objectives of providing capacity relief for certain

elements of the switching fabric, while creating an industry

standard interface in order to provide service to networks

serviced by equipment made by many different vendors.

The foregoing describes a new and useful system and

method for bypassing a toll tandem when an edge switching

system routes certain kinds of telephone calls. The many
features and advantages of the present invention are appar-

ent from the detailed specification, and thus it is intended by

the appended claims to cover all such features and advan-

tages of the invention which fall within the true spirit and

scope of the present invention. Furthermore, since numerous

modifications and variations will readily occur to those

skilled in the art, it is not desired that the present invention

be limited to the exact construction and operation illustrated

and described herein. Accordingly, all suitable modifications

and equivalents which may be resorted to are intended to fall

within the scope of the claims. For example, the CCS data

link described between the SCP and the edge switching

system could be implemented by having a TCAP over

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) link; the "call" could

be a video conversation; the PSTN could also comprise a

wireless communication network or a cable network; and

how a call is discriminated may be defined in a multitude of

ways.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for routing telephone calls in an Advanced

Intelligent Network (AIN) to provide capacity relief to an

existing telecommunications network element, the method

comprising:

receiving at a first switch 102, a telephone call from a

calling party;

transmitting a first query message from said first switch

102 to a service control point 108, said first query

message being received by said service control point

108 without having been routed through a second

switch 100;

receiving at said first switch 102, a first response message

from the service control point 108;

routing the telephone call to a called party via the second

switch 100 after requesting additional information from

the calling party and receiving a response thereto, if the

telephone call is determined to be of a first kind based

on the first response message; and

routing the telephone call to a called party via the first

switch 102 and without accessing said second switch

100, if the telephone call is determined to be of a

second kind based on the first response message.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said first query

message is first routed to a segmentation directory 140 via

a link 146 and said segmentation directory determines an

appropriate control point for further handling the telephone

call, based on information in said first query message.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of routing the

telephone call to a called party via the first switch 102

comprises the step of determining whether the communica-

tion requires further input from the calling party.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the determining step is

made at an early stage in the telephone call based on the type

and quantity of resources needed to further process the

telephone call.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the service control

point 108 communicates with other elements of the network

using an industry standard protocol.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the industry standard

protocol is a Bellcore standard AIN protocol.
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7. The method of claim 5, wherein proprietary informa-

tion is transmitted in standard protocol message fields.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the standard protocol

message field "Primary Carrier ID" contains information

indicating which routing translators should be invoked. 5

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the standard protocol

message field "Charge Party Station Type" contains infor-

mation indicating an instruction to "up-chain" the telephone

call to a particular switch.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein the standard protocol 10

message field "Furnish AMA" contains billing information

created at the service control point 108.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the first switch 102 is

of a class 5 design.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the first switch 102 is

is a central office facility.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the second switch 102

is of a class 4 design.

14. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the second switch 100

is a toll tandem switch. 20

15. A computer readable medium having stored thereon

computer executable code for routing telephone calls in an

Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) to provide capacity

138 Bl
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relief to an existing telecommunications network element,

said computer readable medium comprising:

code for receiving at a first switch 102, a telephone call

from a calling party;

code transmitting a first query message from said first

switch 102 to a service control point 108, said first

query message being received by said service control

point 108 without having been routed through a second

switch 100;

code for receiving at said first switch 102, a first response

message from the service control point 108;

code for routing the telephone call to a called party via the

second switch 100 after requesting additional informa-

tion from the calling party and receiving a response

thereto, if the telephone call is determined to be of a

first kind based on the first response message; and

code routing the telephone call to a called party via the

first switch 102 and without accessing said second

switch 100, if the telephone call is determined to be of

a second kind based on the first response message.

* * * * *
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